
This year our Banking Task Force was tasked with creating effective customer surveys, which would 
help club directors with annual planning.  The task force broke this question down into multiple surveys 
for a couple of good reasons: 

1. Each survey really has a different purpose
2. Long surveys are often not completed
3. It gives the club good reason to be in touch with customers multiple times

So, with that in mind, we would like to present these surveys and their purposes: 
1. Annual Travel Survey (ATS):

a. Annual Travel Survey Purpose Statement:
Purpose Statement – Have more members participate in travel opportunities.
Explanation:  The purpose of the Annual Travel Survey is to identify the destinations and
types of trips which will be most popular for the club members to take.  By selecting
popular destinations and types of trips the club will have the best chance to have more
travelers thereby avoiding cancellations as much as possible.  The survey will also help
the club understand more about what types of travelers they are, which will also lead to
a better understanding of what kind of travel to offer.  Additionally, the club wants to
use travel as a way to invite new membership to join

2. Annual Club Survey (ACS):
a. Annual Club Survey Purpose Statement:

Purpose Statement – Improve participation from all members
Explanation:  The purpose of conducting an Annual Club Survey is to learn more about
what kinds of programs the members would like the bank to offer.  This includes
understanding what they like today and making them aware of all that the bank does
offer.  It is also a chance to learn how to best handle communications with them –
frequency, electronic vs mail, to whom things should be addressed, etc.  And finally, to
get unengaged members to respond in order to offer things that will get them more
engaged.

Purpose of Club Member Surveys 




